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We were hungry, but It was after 11 and most places were already closed. The town was 
surprisingly quiet at night. Up the street a bar was open with people sitting at outside tables, 
and we went to see if they had food. As we got closer we saw it was mostly white people, but 
they weren’t tourists- their body language and way they dressed was different. They weren’t in 
wet shorts and sand-covered shoes like they’d been at the beach, or dressed sporty like they’d 
been hiking or birdwatching. They were casual and comfortable, kicking back like they lived 
there - because they did live there. They were ex-pats. 
 
As we got closer, a big man who seemed very UK turned to look us over. He had a mop of curly 
blonde hair that didn’t match his ruddy old face. It wasn’t a polite glance; it was an inspection. 
He had a twinkle in his eye, like we were fresh meat. My guess was that he was bored, the 
novelty of being in another country had long ago worn off.  He’d probably sat his fat ass in 
those plastic chairs and drank Mezcal a hundred times, smirking at the tourists walking by and 
telling the same stories to his 3 puffy friends over and over.  
 
He seemed to be a man who had been away from the fish n chips of his youth for too long. 
Maybe he retired here or ran a business. Maybe was hiding from a life of crime and would be 
arrested the second he de-planed at Heathrow or LAX. Mexico had once been a thrill, but after 
a time, the relaxed pacing, the white sand and lush jungles couldn’t replace bangers n’ mash 
and a pint. Hopefully he had learned Spanish, and had infused himself into the culture of his 
borrowed country. But he clearly was looking for something new, some spark to relieve the 
monotony.  
 
He was sitting there like it was his town, but in many ways was probably less welcome than we 
were. He tolerated the locals but hated the tourists, especially the honky-voiced Americans and 
Aussies. He hated their oversized phones and their white baseball hats. He hated their canvas 
San Pancho beach bags they’d bought that afternoon, walking in groups that filled the whole 
sidewalk as they discussed their itineraries, while the men loudly explained the climate or 
geography, and pondered whether they should buy a house here.  Maybe he envied them for 
being able to leave. But everyone knew that the tourists were what kept the town going, for 
better or worse, and they were unavoidable. We were part of it as much as we wanted to think 
we were different, but we weren’t giving anyone a hard time either. 
 
Our group had been at a pre-wedding party in the hills for the evening, and rode back to town 
via a passenger van. The van seemed ready to come apart with each of the inordinate number 
of speed bumps we traversed, its overloaded frame thudding onto the creaky suspension 
regardless of how slowly the driver tried to roll over them. But no one complained, we were 
Karen-free, and probably most of us felt sympathy for this guy valiantly carrying a bunch of 
loud-assed drunk people. We all tipped him as we climbed out if that made it any better, but 
even 50 pesos barely added up to five bucks.  
 



On the way along the side of the road, a police car was pulled off with its lights flashing, with 
gun-toting cops dramatically silhouetted against a dust cloud billowing behind them. They were 
clearly not fucking around, it was a show of force that chilled me to the bone. Even the blonde 
UK guy would probably have avoided them. Later in the trip we persuaded a cab driver to take 
five of us from Lo de Marcos to San Pancho in a small Toyota. It was a short trip but the extra 
passenger wasn’t legal, and the driver was taking a risk. On the way we spotted a police check 
point ahead, and he shrewdly detoured onto a dirt road, avoiding God knows what kind of 
hassle we might have encountered if the cops saw us jammed in there.  Funny how people are 
more afraid of the cops than anyone else. 
 
After we got to town a group of us had wandered to this ex-Pat bar. We waited outside as the 
fluent Spanish speaker in our group went in to ask about food, but sadly they had closed the 
kitchen. The place was too crowded for us to stay anyway, and the consensus was to call it a 
night. The big man was dying to say something as we paused, but I had given him the stink eye 
enough to let him know he had already been made, that his fantasy of somehow luring us into 
whatever self-amusing fuckery he was plotting would be tossed aside like so much margarita 
salt. He just smirked at us. Maybe I had it all wrong, maybe he was a warm and kind man and 
would have told us fascinating tales of his adventures abroad, how he was a beloved member 
of the community who had built a school and a hospital and volunteered to read to kids every 
afternoon. Or maybe not. 
 
I wondered what the people who lived there thought of expatriates. Did folks in Margaritaville 
like having Jimmy Buffet wasting away? I doubt it.  At the airport I chatted with an American 
boomer-aged guy who had lived in Mexico for a decade. He spoke of the people like it was 
some 1920s travel reel, how the natives respected “his status.” It was stunning to hear 
someone talk that way.  He seemed to have kept it completely transactional, like he’d stayed in 
a hotel for 10 years. Maybe people didn’t want it any other way. The Expatriates I saw seemed 
to stick together, and looked at us with a combination of fascination and disdain.  They clung to 
each other, living their adjacent existences, perpetual strangers in a strange land.  I have to 
think there are exceptions, it’s hard for me to believe someone like my wife would want to only 
hang out with Americans if we ever became Ex-p’s, that we wouldn’t have Mexican friends. 
Even if it took a long time.  
 
I had no doubt there’s plenty of reasons people in tourist towns hate the tourists; an endless 
parade of entitled, perpetually dissatisfied Karens, thuggy frat boys hooting and blaring 90s hip 
hop, obnoxious Germans in too-short shorts showing off their muscular legs from skiing the 
Alps.  Fragile elderly people checking off another box on their bucket list without getting too far 
from a bathroom. World-traveler types who tip shitty. People from the mid-West who think 
they’re at a theme park and don’t even try to speak Spanish. And then there’s the super-rich; 
Major league baseball players and hedge fund managers buying up waterfront properties and 
privatizing the beaches. We heard of an entire town getting closed off as the land around their 
homes became private. In California only wealthy people live anywhere near the ocean, but the 
beaches are still (in theory) public. The Earth has only so many paradises, and when short-



sighted local governments cave and allow people to own them and take them away from the 
people it’s tragic. Yeah I guess I’m a socialist.  
 
My wife found someone selling veggie tamales out of a cooler on the street corner, and we 
gratefully ate them back in our hotel room. From the saran-wrapped street tamales to beach 
front café guacamole to upscale restaurants in town, we were never once disappointed with 
food. Maybe we were just lucky, but there seemed to be pretty high bar. Happy tummies make 
for happy people and it made everything better. In LA it’s the opposite; like a pizza place on 
Hollywood Blvd. will have a line of people out the door willing to pay $14 for a slice of 
cardboard and tomato sauce. It’s just a known fact that tourist food is terrible and overpriced. 
And the person behind the counter will treat you rudely too. As long as people keep paying for 
it, it will never change. Why make the food good if they’ll just keep coming by the busload. 
Maybe the food was good in Pancho because it was fresh, and they didn’t have walk-in freezers 
to fill. Or maybe they took pride in their work. That said, I’m sure we could find terrible tourist 
food in Puerto Villarta if we tried, next to the Home Depot or Auto Zone. 
 
As we were leaving for the airport, we saw a massive highway being built that will inevitably 
transform places like San Pancho, as the only thing keeping them from being overrun with ugly 
developers and chain stores is the inaccessibility, or at least inconvenient access.  With a fancy 
freeway coming it’s all going to change. Maybe it will give a lot of people access to a better life, 
but everything comes with a price. 
  


